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A Curious Teacher’s Guide to Coding
This guide has been created for all of the curious
teachers out there that are itching to explore the
world of coding, but not quite sure where to start.
Through my inquiry based learning, I have explored a
variety of coding platforms. This guide will use
Scratch Jr. & Tynker as the main focuses for coding.
You can access Scratch Jr. at www.scratchjr.org and
Tynker at www.tynker.com.
The purpose of this guide will be to:
- teach you what coding is
- help you to grasp basic coding terminology &
concepts
- guide you to navigate the basic features of
coding
- demonstrate how to manipulate blocks and coding
block terminology
- explore setting up a class roster and other glorious
teacher functions
- begin making projects
- explore the Hour of Code
I hope that this guide saves you the headache of
figuring things out through trial and error! Enjoy
learning to code, while being guided through the
basics. Let your creativity take flight in the world of
coding!
Best of luck!

Danielle Istace

Coding: What is It?
Coding is the ability to read and write a
machine language. Learning to code
develops problem-solving skills, (digital)
confidence, and helps young people
understand the world around them.

~ Doug Belshaw

Being able to code is a fundamental skill in
the digital world we live in. Alongside learning
to read and do math, coding is becoming an
innovative and essential skill for today’s
digital youth!

In today’s digital world, I
need to be able to do
more than just read and
write…

Basic Coding Terminology & Concepts
Here is a list of terms that are used frequently
within the coding universe:
Algorithm – A list of steps to finish a task
Bug – An error in a program that prevents the program
from running as expected.
Category – Depending on the function of the code blocks,
they will belong under different sections, known as
categories. Examples include motion blocks, sound blocks,
event blocks, etc.
Code block – The grouping together of two or more
statements
Command – An instruction for the computer
Debugging – Finding and fixing problems in an algorithm or
program.
Event – A type of code block that either waits for
something to happen during a program or sends a
message to another event block during a program. These
blocks activate all the code attached below them when
their specific event occurs during the program.
Iteration – A repetitive action or command typically
created with programming loops.
Loop – The action of doing something over and over again.

Basic Coding Terminology & Concepts
Parameter- Some code blocks have a blank white space
called a parameter that you get to fill in. The code block
will do different things when you pass in different
parameters.
Script – The series of codes that are connected, telling
the Sprite what to do.
Sprite / Actor– Any object that is part of your program
other than the Stage. Each actor has its own code.
Stage – The background of the project. It can have
scripts, backdrops (costumes), and sounds, similar to a
sprite.
Strings – Any combination of letters, like ‘b’, ‘cats’, ‘I like to
play ball’.
Tynkerblocks – Actors that come with pre-made code
for you to use. You can add them and interact with them
just like normal Actors, but they will already have code
that makes them do certain things.
Variable – A value that can change throughout the
program. You can create variables, give them names, and
update them throughout the program.

Basic Features of Coding
Let’s start by using Scratch Jr. After downloading
this app onto your tablet, your first step will be to
start a new project.
You will do this by
clicking the blank
page in the top
left-hand of
your screen with
the blue add
symbol.

Next, you will
choose a
background by
clicking on the
landscape
thumbnail at the
top of your
screen.

Select a
background by
tapping it twice
to select it.

Next, you may
choose to change
your character
(otherwise known
as a Sprite). You do
this by clicking the
blue add symbol on
the left side of
your screen.

Look through the
character library
until you find the
one that you want.
Double click the
character.

You may choose to
get rid of the
default cat Sprite
by holding your
finger down on the
cat thumbnail until
the red X appears.

You should be left
with the 1 Sprite
that you selected
on the screen.

Now you will move
your character to
the position you’d
like it to start at by
touching it and
dragging it on the
screen.

Now, you are ready to start creating your story!

Manipulating Blocks & Coding Block Terminology
Manipulating the different coding blocks will
program your Sprite, giving it the instructions
to know what to do. Let’s take a look at the
Scratch Jr. coding block options, to help you
get started on your way!
Begin making a
program for
your Sprite by
clicking on the
color coordinated
buttons on the
left.
Drag blocks down to the white space below to
begin creating coding combos. Each of the
buttons on the left indicates a category.
Triggering Blocks
Motion Blocks
Looks Blocks
Sound Blocks
Control Blocks
End Blocks

Triggering Blocks

Starts the script when the Green Flag is clicked.
Starts the script when you click on the character.
Starts the script when the Sprite is touched by
another Sprite.
Starts the script when a message of the
specified color is sent.
Sends a message of the specified color. (This is
still confusing to me, but I have faith that you
might get this)! J

Motion Blocks

Moves Sprite in the direction the arrow
is pointing.
Rotates the Sprite in the direction of the arrow.
Moves the Sprite up a specified # of grid squares,
then down again.
Resets the Sprite to its starting location.

Looks Blocks

Shows the text that you type, in a speech bubble.
Increases the Sprite’s size.
Shrinks the Sprite’s size.
Returns the Sprite to its original size.
Fades out the Sprite until it is invisible.
Fades in the Sprite until it completely visible.

Sound Blocks

Plays a “Pop” sound.
Plays a sound recorded by the user.

Control Blocks

Pauses the script to wait for a specified amount
of time.
Stops all of the Sprites’ scripts.
Changes the speed that certain blocks are run at.
Runs the blocks inside a specified number of
times.

End Blocks

Indicates the end of the script.
Runs the script over and over.

Number Spaces
Some blocks have #
spaces. Touch the #
and choose how many
times you’d like the
action to repeat.

Get Creating
Now it’s time to get creating! This is where using this
resource guide will help you to achieve whatever you
set your mind to.
Take some time to imagine what you would like to
create, or use the sample projects on the home screen
to get an idea for what you would like to create.
Add more than one Sprite to a stage to make your
project more exciting! You can also add pages to
change scenes and really get your coding game on!
On the following page, you will find a variety of
samples to demonstrate how you connect code
blocks
If you get stuck along the way, click the home button
and then tap on the book in the top right hand corner. It
will take you to an interface guide that will help you to
troubleshoot by explaining in even greater detail!
Help Button

.

Interface Guide

Coding Block Samples
Animation occurs when you block together the
coding blocks to give the Sprite instructions.
Here are a few examples of coding blocks that
you can copy onto Scratch Jr. to get you
started.
When you write these code blocks on Code Jr.,
predict what will happen before starting the
blocks. Then, begin creating your own!

Classroom Features
Now that you’ve got a handle on the basic concepts of
coding, let’s dive into the world of Tynker, to take things
to the next level.
Tynker offers a diverse platform for coders. It also
provides a classroom feature, allowing teachers to
adapt student coding challenges to learner capabilities.
Let’s take a look!
Start by registering as a Teacher at www.tynker.com.

Uploading a Class Roster
Once registered for Tynker, you will want to upload your
class roster.

1.

Click on the
My Classes
tab

2. Click on the
class that
you will
upload
students to

Click on the
Students tab at
the top of the
screen.
Then click on
+ Students

This box will
appear on your
screen.
At this point, you will choose to add students individually,
or as a class roster. If you are comfortable with spread
sheets, uploading a class roster should work for you.
However, if technology isn’t your closest pal, you may
want to start out uploading students individually. Let’s
start by clicking add single student.
This box will
appear on your
screen.

If you use Google classroom with your students, you
simply add their Google email, and they are instantly
connected to your Tynker class roster. If not, click on
Tynker Account, and you will be asked to sign each student
up.

Google Account Sign Up

Tynker Account Sign Up

Just like that, you will be on your way to uploading your
classroom roster on Tynker.
If you choose that you would prefer to go the
spreadsheet route, and add a class roster at once,
check out this fantastic tutorial to help you if you
need support.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Sms4Mz10YH4&t=310s

Assigning Lessons
You are well on your way to creating engaging and
adaptable learning for your students. Next up is
assigning lessons.

Head back up to the main toolbar and have some fun.
Click on the Lessons tab at the top of the page. This
will give you a list of lesson plans to choose from.

Lessons will range in difficulty. You will need to play
around with each of the lessons a bit, to select the
best fit for your students.

To assign a lesson,
click on the tab to
the right of the
lessons. This is
also where you
will go to unassign
lessons, should
you want to limit
student access
to certain
lessons.

Gradebook
Head back up to the
toolbar at the top
of the page and
select Gradebook.
This will provide you
with a view that
shows how many of
the assigned
lessons each
student has
completed.

Additional Tynker Features
Explore many of the additional features of Tynker
as you become more comfortable with the program.
You can do this by clicking on the links on the left side
of the page.

Hour of Code

When your students sign it, they will click on
the Hour of Code tab on the left, and get
access to the lessons you have assigned.

My Projects
Encourage students to create a project
that is initiated by their creativity by
clicking the My Projects button.

The platform for project creation in Tynker is more
advanced than that of Scratch Jr. This is why this
resource begins with Scratch and builds to using
Tynker.
Check out the number of options your students will
have to guide their creations! By clicking on the
project type, students will be given access to the
specific tools that they will need for that creation!

You can see the projects that your students have
made by clicking on the Overview tab at the top of the
My Classes screen.
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